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ABSTRACT

Aeolian transport of coarse grains is an important topic, finding applications in nature (for infrastructure exposed to wind scour) as well as
industry (e.g., considering pneumatic transport). Incipient particle entrainment due to turbulent winds refers to the wind conditions where
aeolian transport initiates, and as such, it is at the core of such studies. The research presented herein focuses on identifying and quantifying
the dynamical processes responsible for coarse particle entrainment. Specifically designed wind tunnel experiments are conducted for a range
of wind conditions near the aeolian transport thresholds. A high-resolution laser distance sensor is employed to provide information for the
displacement of an exposed particle ranging from small simple rocking motions to complete entrainments (rolling). Measurements of the
exposed particle’s angular displacements are acquired, which allow the probabilistic study of incipient motion. The variation of statistical
parameters, such as the frequency of entrainments, duration of dislodgements, magnitude of displacements, and time between displacements,
is studied for a range of increasing airflow rates. The main findings from these experiments suggest that rocking can be observed only up to a
limit angular displacement (equal to 0.41p for the conditions tested herein), which defines the position beyond which the resistance force
can be overcome by just the mean aerodynamic forcing. Following this experimental framework to establish aeolian thresholds for a wider
range of environments may be useful for the identification of the wind conditions under which aeolian transport may start occurring.

VC 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0047604

I. INTRODUCTION

Incipient aeolian grain entrainment is an important challenge
finding application for a wide range of topics spanning aeolian sedi-
ment entrainment (Bagnold, 1941; P€ahtz et al., 2020), and aeolian
creep transport (Wang et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2021a), to bedform
transport in the form of sand waves and ripples (Sherman et al., 2018;
Liu et al., 2020). These processes are also important for industrial
applications such as pneumatic transport (Molerus and Burschka,
1995; Molerus, 1996). Advances in the understanding of these trans-
port processes are slow due to the difficulties in assessing and charac-
terizing the interactions of particles and turbulent airflows. The rich
dynamics exhibited by grains transported by aerodynamic forces has
been studied both experimentally and numerically. For example,
Zhang et al. (2020) used wind tunnel experiments to physically model
the aeolian entrainment of grains flux, to derive scaling laws between
the rate of grain entrainment and average surface shear stresses, and to

model these with a predictive model that accounts for turbulence.
Relevant numerical investigations account for the interactions between
particles for coarse and cohesive (including snow) entrainment (P€ahtz
and Duran, 2020; Jia and Wang, 2021). In the presence of a near
threshold wind flow field, the entrained particle is observed to first
start rock within its resting pocket—a process that has also been
described as “vibration” or “wobbling” (Lyles, 1977; Greeley and
Marshall, 1985; Skidmore, 1986; Nickling, 1988; Anderson et al., 1991;
Shi et al., 2004). As the flow increases further, rolling and saltation
may follow up leading to its complete entrainment and subsequent
transport downwind. Such observations render valuable the further
study of incomplete and full entrainment events, termed here as rock-
ing and rolling, respectively. Inspired by the advances in the literature
of fluvial grain entrainment showcasing the importance of hydrody-
namic impulses (e.g., Celik et al., 2010; Dwivedi et al., 2011; Diplas
et al., 2008) or energetic flow events (Lee et al., 2012; Valyrakis et al.,
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2013), and the similarities between the aeolian and fluvial grain trans-
port processes (Gim�enez-Curto and Corniero, 2009; P€ahtz and Duran,
2020; P€ahtz et al., 2020), this study aims to characterize and stochasti-
cally describe the occurrence of intermittent and distinct particle
motions induced by sufficiently energetic aerodynamic turbulence.
Expansion of the impulse or work criterion into the field of aeolian
transport may benefit from detailed measurements of the threshold
elevation parameter during aeolian induced transport.

Past research used visual methods to obtain grain trajectories
during transport (e.g., Bisal and Nielsen, 1962; Williams et al., 1994).
Herein, the focus is on designing a series of aeolian entrainment wind
tunnel experiments to assess the minute motions before and during
incipient grain entrainment. To this goal, the movement of a target
particle (medium gravel size), resting on an aerodynamically rough
flat surface, is conducted using a high-resolution laser distance detec-
tor. An aerodynamically rough bed surface comprises of bed surface
particles of the same size as the target particle that is fully exposed to
the wind aerodynamic drag and, thus, is expected to be the first to be
entrained. The bed surface is flat and horizontal to remove any effects
of bed forms creating macroscale wind flow structures. The bed sur-
face particles form a well packed orthogonal arrangement. In this fash-
ion, aerodynamic roughness scales with the size of the bed surface
particles and particle entrainment is mainly controlled by the flow
structures impinging at the bed surface, rather than any other
unsteady or macroscale flow features. Particle motion characteristics
(including frequency of motions, their duration, magnitude, and time
between entrainments), as well as the transition from rocking to roll-
ing motions, are specifically studied and assessed considering their
modeled distribution functions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL AND CRITERIA
FOR PARTICLE ROCKING
A. Experimental procedure

The experiments are conducted in an environmental wind tunnel
in Peking University. The suction-type, non-circulating wind tunnel
has a length of 50m, a 30m long usable section, and a width of 3m.
The cross-sectional area of the test section is 3.4� 2.4 m2 (Fig. 1). The
test section is 30 cm distant from the wind tunnel walls, to allow trans-
porting and positioning the test section when setting up the experi-
ment. The effect of slightly reduced bed roughness near the walls is
compensated by the relative effect of increased shear stresses due to
the wind tunnel side walls. The free-stream mean wind speed (U)
within the wind tunnel is controlled and can range from 0.5 to 20m/s.
The large dimensions of the wind tunnel used herein allow for a fairer
representation of the flow structures responsible for aeolian transport
compared to smaller wind tunnels (P€ahtz et al., 2018).

The experimental test section that comprises of a layer of a
40mm table tennis plastic spheres is sized to be a 4m long and a 2.4m
wide and starts a 22.6m downwind from the entrance of the wind tun-
nel, ensuring that the turbulent boundary layer is fully developed
(Fig. 1). This is validated by taking velocity profiles at consecutive loca-
tions every 0.5m downwind and along the centerline of the wind tun-
nel, observing that the boundary layer has been fully developed and
remains practically unchanged. The test section, is sufficiently long
for the turbulent boundary layer flow to fully develop. The test
particle is exposed to, at the centerline of the wind tunnel, resting on
top or an aerodynamically roughened bed surface. The boundary layer

conditions above the bed surface are shown in Fig. 2, where the
average wind speed profile is observed to follow the typical loga-
rithmic law, and maximum turbulence is measured to be around
20% near the surface. The local flow measurements are taken in a
way to optimally capture the logarithmic rate of change in the flow
from the bed surface, leading to a greater spatial resolution near
the solid rough boundary (every 1mm) and a lower density of
measurements above 500mm (e.g., only three measurement points
per 100mm from 500 to 600mm). Hot-wire anemometry is used
for taking local (point) wind speed records at a frequency of data
acquisition of 1000Hz, for a duration of at least 1min. By means
of obtaining these local records for each distinct location across
the height of the profile, and subsequently averaging, the mean
wind speed profile shown in Fig. 2(b) is obtained.

The test sphere weighs 2.7 g and is identical with those constitut-
ing the bed surface. It is exposed fully in the quadrate pocket posi-
tioned at the centerline of the bed and 3.4m downwind from the
leading edge (Fig. 1). The use of lightweight spheres (with solid density
about 67 times the air density) for studying incipient aeolian entrain-
ment is a novel approach, which allows conducting wind tunnels
experiments at lower than usual air flow speeds (due to the lower grain
resistance that is proportional to the particle’s weight). If natural sedi-
ments having a similar size of the test sphere are employed in these
experiments, a high-speed tunnel of airflow up to 100m/s would be
required (Batt and Peabody, 1999). Furthermore, even though the test-
ing particle is lighter than natural gravels, it is much heavier than air.
This implies that the dynamical process of incipient motion for the
experiments described herein is still governed by the balance of aero-
dynamic force driving entrainment and resisting forces due to its
weight, similar to aeolian transport in nature. Likewise, in incipient
entrainment studies due to turbulent water flows, similar dynamic

FIG. 1. Sketch of the experimental setup (not drawn to scale): (a) wind tunnel and
test section with the relevant placement of the exposed particle and anemometry
(hot-wire) and distance (LDS) tracking instrumentation (also showing relevant
dimensions and the wind direction), and (b) side perspective view of the target
exposed particle resting on a pocket of same size spherical particles forming a
tightly packed orthogonal arrangement (also showing the displaced particle posi-
tion). The resting downstream particle at a distance of 402.5 mm is located the
LDS, used for capturing particle rockings and full displacements.
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scaling relationships can be used (based on Froude or Reynolds
numbers).

The displacement of the test sphere is recorded by a high-
resolution (accuracy greater than 0.1mm) laser distance sensor (LDS,
made by Leuze Electronics, Germany). The LDS is fixed at 402.5mm
downwind from the front of the sphere (as shown in Fig. 1), to mini-
mize any disturbances to the local airflow field. Similar non-intrusive
setups for monitoring the probability of bed material transport have
been also used for fluvial environments (Diplas et al., 2010a, 2010b).
The 655nm red laser light emitted by LDS targeted the center of the
test sphere. Calibration of the setup showed that the measured dis-
placement of the target particle is a linear function of the signal inten-
sity of the sensor. Such a setup allows us to obtain the angular
displacement of the sphere from the output of LDS based on pocket
geometry. The 1000Hz frequency raw signal from the LDS is
smoothed using a 50-points adjacent–averaging method. The size of
the moving average window is empirically found (after a trial of differ-
ent sizes ranging from 10 to 100 data points) to be 50 points, which
sufficiently allows both for removing high-frequency noise inherent in
the signal and, at the same time, clearly observing the start of particle
entrainment. The resultant sampling frequency of the output signal
for tracking particle displacement is 20Hz. Other methods could like-
wise be used for removing the noise, such as spectral averaging and
bandpass filtering (i.e., Zhang et al., 2021b).

The time-averaged freestream wind speed (U) for experiments is
set to slightly vary only from 7.5 to 8.2m/s. The speed range is experi-
mentally defined after trying a wider range of wind speeds, over which
the test sphere’s motion can be observed to occur. Specifically, it is
seen that there is no movement for U< 7.5 m/s and rapid ejection
from the sphere’s resting pocket for U> 8.2 m/s. Care is taken so that
the rate of change in wind speed while approaching the incipient
motion conditions is very slow to avoid any additional unsteady aero-
dynamic forcing on the particle. Flow conditions changing at a rate of
about 0.1m/s per 20min allow for the flow field to be considered
steady for all practical purposes. For the range of airflows tested above,
the sampling durations, which are limited by the time to take the target
particle to move out of the measuring range of the laser distance sen-
sor, varied from a few seconds to several minutes. The longest

observation duration is limited to 900 s for a flow condition in which
the target particle did not escape from the resting pocket. Following
the presented methodology, twenty-four runs (E1–E24) are conducted
representing different (increasing velocity) but near incipient motion
flow conditions summarized in Table I. During the first four runs
(7.5–7.8 m/s), the particle would only perform minute displacement’s
rocking events. During the rest of the runs (7.9–8.2 m/s), both rocking
and complete rolling of the test particle are observed. Even though the
time-averaged free stream speed U is about the same for all these
experiments, the rate of occurrence of rocking (frc) and rolling (frl) is
observed to change more than an order of magnitude. This observa-
tion signifies that a mean streamflow criterion is not ideal for appreci-
ating the range of dynamics during sphere’s entrainments.

B. Definition of rocking parameters

A rocking event generally involves two phases as shown in Fig. 3:
(a) an downwind ascending phase where the sphere moves from its
resting position to the highest, defined by the peak of the saddle
formed by the two downwind bed surface particles, and (b) an upwind
descending phase where the sphere returns from the peak to the rest-
ing position. The rocking parameters, which may be relevant to char-
acterize turbulence-particle dynamical interactions, include the
angular amplitude (Dhm), ascending duration (ta), and interval time
(ti) between two consecutive rocking events.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Variation of displacement events

A total of 587 displacement events are detected in experiments,
from which two types of movement scenarios are identified, including

FIG. 2. (a) Mean wind velocity and (b) turbulence intensity profiles. The theoretical bed surface (zero-height) reference level is defined to be at the tops of the well packed
spheres comprising the flat bed surface of the test section. The von Karman constant j is equal to 0.4.

TABLE I. Summary of the mean wind and particle motion characteristics for the con-
ducted incipient entrainment experiments.

U (m/s) frc (count/s) frl (count/s)

E1–E4 7.5–7.8 0.005 56–0.0344 0
E5–E24 7.9–8.2 0.0689–0.299 0.001 43–0.194
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568 rocking (incomplete entrainment events) and 19 incipient rolling
(full entrainment) events. Figure 4 shows a range of representative sce-
narios for both incomplete (cases a–f) and full (cases g–h) incipient
entrainment events. Interpreting these figures, it is of interest to con-
sider the transfer of flow momentum toward particle entrainment.

Similar to the impulse criterium for entrainment (proposed by Diplas
et al., 2008 and Valyrakis et al., 2010b), the ascent phases can be con-
sidered to be the result of a locally advected aerodynamic flow struc-
ture imparting a force in excess of the critical resisting force, for a
sufficient amount of time, resulting in a positive transfer of momen-
tum. The full rolling motion is achieved when either the combination
of the total force or the duration of its application results in a positive
aerodynamic impulse that is equal to or greater than the critical
impulse.

Depending on the number of entrainment and corresponding
rebounding events, represented as peaks and troughs in the displace-
ment history of the test sphere [see Figs. 4(a)–4(f)], the test sphere’s
rocking motion can be classified into two broad categories: (a) weak or
nearly instantaneous rocking events, characterized by a single-peak
[Fig. 4(a)], and (b) multiple-peaked rocking events [Figs. 4(b)–4(f)].
The single-peak rocking events typically consist of individual
ascent–descent cycles [Fig. 4(a)]. Occasionally, the single-peak rocking
events include a minor peak in the upwind direction [Fig. 4(b)] indica-
tive of small rebounding motions due to the impact of the test particle
with the bed surface particles. Considering the impulse criterion, these
motions are indicative of an energetic (the steeper the ascent, the

FIG. 3. Sketch of the exposed particle rocking parameters including the amplitude
of angular displacement (Dhm), duration of the particle’s ascending motion (ta), and
interval time between rocking events (ti).

FIG. 4. Time series of exposed particle’s angular displacements (Dh) demonstrating a range of typically observed (single to multi-peaked) rocking motions (a)–(f), until full dis-
placement (g) and (h) is achieved. The down looking arrows denote the displacement peaks in the downwind direction. The vertical dotted lines in subplots (g) and (h) denote
the moment when full particle entrainment is achieved.
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higher the flow energy), but yet short-lived flow structure (e.g., ener-
getic but nearly instantaneous wind gust). The multiple-peak rocking
events have two [Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)] or more [Figs. 4(e) and 4(f)]
ascent–descent cycles demonstrative of a longer flow structures
(greater length-scale) than before but not yet sufficiently energetic to
fully dislodge the test particle, airflow structures advected over the test
particle. Following the aforementioned classification for all the identi-
fied entrainment events, it is seen that the single-peak type events
dominate the incomplete motion events, accounting for 86.8% of the
sample of incomplete rocking motions. Even if these cases are occur-
ring intermittently (Sherman et al., 2019), it is highly probable that the
occurrence of a sequence of rocking events may relate to the forma-
tion, evolution, and breakup of turbulent flow structures advected
along the roughened bed surface. As eddies of sufficient size [trailing
eddies as suggested by Valyrakis et al. (2010a) for water flows] are
advected over the test particle, they may induce a corresponding
response leading to one or more partial entrainments. The temporal
distance of these entrainments will relate to the length-scale of these
events and their advection velocity, which can help us to infer useful
information for the flow field.

Likewise, the full incipient rolling is found to have two types
based on the obtained displacement signals. These can be character-
ized by the duration that takes for the particle to be entrained, from

the instance of incipient entrainment to the peak of entrainment,
into short, long, and very long rolling entrainments (Valyrakis et al.,
2010a, 2013). The dominated type (16/19), which may also be termed
as “prompt dislodgement” according to Shih and Diplas (2014), is
characterized by monotonically increased angular displacements, as
shown in Fig. 4(g). The particle completes such dislodgements within
0.335 s on average. The increasing slope of displacement indicates
sustaining acceleration over this dislodgement and implies that the
temporal aerodynamic force always exceeds the resistance level in
the dislodgement.

The second type of incipient rolling is typically characterized by
an inflection point in its displacement signal, as shown in Fig. 4(h)
(see dotted circle). The particle completes such dislodgements within
0.456 s on average, which is longer compared to the first type. At that
instance [as marked by the dotted circle Fig. 4(h)], the particle deceler-
ates to nearly zero upwind speed, resulting from a temporal imbalance
of the resistance forces exceeding the instantaneous aerodynamic
forces locally applied on the sphere. However, the deceleration phase
is eventually interrupted (as opposed to the case of incomplete
displacements) by the subsequent airflow structure accelerating the
particle downwind, toward full entrainment. Such a case of full
entrainment as described herein is similar to the “long displacement
events” (Valyrakis et al., 2010a) or “tardy dislodgement” events

FIG. 4. (Continued.)
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(Shih and Diplas, 2014), specified for incipient entrainment in turbu-
lent water flows.

It is also of interest to consider the temporal separation of rock-
ing and rolling events. The case where the rolling (full) entrainment
event is preceded by a rocking (incomplete) entrainment event may be
indicative of a sequence of impulses advected over the test particle, as
shown for water (Valyrakis et al., 2010a; Shih and Diplas, 2014). After
a careful study of the particle displacement record for all experiments,
it is found that even though nearly all of the incipient rolling events
(18/19) appear after rocking motions, their temporal separation is
quite significant to associate one to the other, ranging from 0.3 to
40.047 s, with only 5.25% (1/19) of the intervals being at 0.3 s (all
others are above 0.5 s). Figure 5 shows the case of minimum interval
between a rocking and a rolling event (0.3 s). It can be seen that the
rocking and incipient rolling are independent of each other, despite
them being relatively close. Thus, it is expected that at near threshold
flow conditions, rocking and rolling events are quite distinct and there
is no interaction between them in the way they are defined, which
allows for a robust classification of incipient entrainment events of
coarse particles due to airflows.

As a response to turbulent aerodynamic forcing, the particle’s dis-
placement signal inherently contains a lot of rich information on the
turbulence–particle dynamical interactions and turbulent airflow near
bed structures. Similar to Valyrakis et al. (2010a) and (2013), but for
water flows, the displacement event, specifically the downwind ascend-
ing phase, is driven by flow events, which consist of locally strong
wind bursts lasting for a short duration. Then, the single-peak rocking
containing individual ascending phases may be caused by a single flow
event. The multiple-peak rocking containing several ascending phases
may be dislodged by several discrete flow events. Likewise, the tardy
incipient rolling as shown in Fig. 4(h) involving two-stage acceleration
may imply that two separate flow events are involved in this event.
These results are also similar to water flow induced transport due to a
group of sweep events (Valyrakis et al., 2010a). Nevertheless, because
of the dominance of single-peak rocking and incipient rolling, with a
sufficiently high temporal separation from other rocking events, the
distinct flow event approach, as opposed to entrainment induced by a

sequence of flow events, is proposed to be the preferential mode for
aerodynamic entrainment of coarse particles.

B. Stochastic assessment of particle entrainment

Due to aerodynamic flow turbulence, the entrainment of coarse
solids under incipient conditions is a stochastic phenomenon. Herein,
particle entrainment parameters, such as the angular displacement
amplitude (Dhm), the vertical amplitude (Az), the ascending duration
(ta), and the interval time between rocking events (ti), are probabilisti-
cally described, by attempting best statistical fits to the empirical distri-
butions from the series of conducted experiments. It is found that the
angular displacement amplitude Dhm follows the Lorentz distribution
[Fig. 6(a)], while the vertical amplitude Az and the ascending duration
ta both follow lognormal distributions [Figs. 6(b) and 6(c), respec-
tively]. These probabilistic models are characterized by a left near-
Gaussian part and a right long tail. The near-Gaussian part consists of
relatively weak displacement events primarily from single-peak rock-
ing, whereas the long tail is largely attributed to multi-peak rocking.
The characteristics of the distributions of these parameters are instruc-
tive to gain a better understanding of the event-based turbulence-parti-
cle dynamics. Based on the conservation of energy, the increase in
gravitational potential energy in the ascent phase (proportional to the
vertical amplitude Az) should be equal to the mechanical work done
by the responsible flow event neglecting frictional losses [similar to the
proposition of Valyrakis et al. (2013) for water flows]. Then, the
mechanical work corresponding to the energy offered from sufficiently
energetic flow events to particles should follow an identical probabilis-
tic distribution with the vertical amplitude. Further, the energy of flow
events is physically linked to the inverse of the ascending duration;
highly energetic events will entrain the particle faster than lower
energy flow events.

For near incipient aerodynamic flow conditions, rocking motions
intermittently occur. The target particle remained immobile, resting
on the bed surface for virtually the whole duration of the experiment,
and displacement events occurred sporadically over a very short
period (order of tens of milliseconds). Therefore, the interval time ti
follows a negative exponential heavy tailed-distribution, as shown in
Fig. 6(d). Considering that rocking events are induced by bursting-like
airflow events that are insufficiently energetic to dislodge the sphere
completely, it is physically well justified that the interval time between
rocking events ti is found to follow a similar heavy tailed distribution
with the interval between consecutive turbulent bursts (Sechet and Le
Guennec, 1999; Valyrakis et al., 2011a, 2011b).

C. Dependence of rocking motions on time-averaged
wind speed

The particle’s rocking frequency (fr) is defined as the number of
rocking events per unit time. Figure 7(a) reveals that the rocking fre-
quency fr rapidly increases with the time-averaged wind speed U. For
example, the frequency at U¼ 7.5 m/s is about 1/50 of the value at
U¼ 8.2 m/s. Early observations on 0.59–0.84mm sand grains and
6.1mm tapioca spheres report a rocking frequency of about 1.8Hz
(Lyles and Krauss, 1971), whereas the maximum frequency for 40mm
spheres used in this study is only 0.23Hz, implying that larger and
lighter particles have more distinct and well-defined response. The

FIG. 5. Experimental demonstration of a series of rocking particle motions leading
to complete rolling (full entrainment event). The vertical dashed line denotes the
moment when full entrainment of the test particle is achieved.
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good correlation between fr and U suggests that it is possible to esti-
mate the rocking frequency by means of time-averaged wind speed.

The average angular displacement amplitude (Dhm) and ascend-
ing duration (ta ) increase with the time-averaged freestream wind
speed (U) until the level of 7.9m/s, beyond which rolling motions start
being more prevalent, as revealed by the decrease in ta and Dhm ,

shown in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c), respectively. This result is consistent with
the observation of Williams et al. (1994) on relatively fine solid par-
ticles; once the wind speed exceeds the rolling threshold, strengthened
airflow is conductive to rolling motion rather than rocking. This may
be explained by the reduced amplitude and velocity of particle motion
as it rolls downwind, while the flow energy is not sufficient to sustain

FIG. 6. Indicative probability distributions of particle motion characteristics: (a) magnitude of angular displacement, Dhm, (b) vertical amplitude Az, (c) duration of ascending
motion ta, and (d) interval between motions ti.

FIG. 7. Demonstration of the variation between the mean freestream wind speed U and (a) particle’s rocking frequency, fr, (b) mean magnitude of particle’s angular displace-
ment, Dhm , and (c) average duration of ascending motions, ta .
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its motion (thus, the average ta and Dhm are found to be decreased,
compared to the case where rocking motions or a single entrainment,
e.g., for lower wind speeds, is observed).

D. Transition from rocking to incipient rolling motions

In this section, the results of rocking and the transition to rolling
are discussed in more depth. To this goal, a conceptual description of
the dynamics of particle entrainment is offered, as is facilitated by the
demonstration of Fig. 8. For a particle to fully roll out its pocket, it the-
oretically needs to reach the position where it is dynamically unstable
(beyond which the slightest motion or push would allow for it to com-
plete its entrainment downwind). In the case of no wind speed, this
position is the peak of the saddle of the two base particles around
which the particle is rolling. For the case of a finite mean downwind
speed, the particle only needs to be lifted from its resting location (O
in Fig. 8) to the new dynamically unstable location (Ocr) from where
the particle will move downwind. This location will be reached earlier,
given that the mean wind speed exerts a mean aerodynamic force, and
the component of which (along the axis of particle’s motion) will be
enough to balance the force resisting the particle’s motion (the par-
ticle’s weight component along the axis of particle’s motion).

It is interesting to observe the range of maximum angular dis-
placements characterizing the particle’s rocking motions. In this exper-
imental study, the threshold level of angular displacements required to
achieve full rolling entrainment, hcr, is measured to be 0.41p, as shown
in Fig. 9. The distinct absence of rocking events (incomplete entrain-
ments) for the range of 0.41p–0.5p is indicative that if a particle gets
lifted up at or slightly beyond the threshold angular displacement posi-
tion hcr¼ 0.41p, it is highly likely that full entrainment by rolling will
happen. This implies that hcr refers to a dynamically unstable position
(Ocr in Fig. 8), where the increased mean flow aerodynamic forcing
(due to the particle’s greater exposure compared to the resting loca-
tion, O in Fig. 8) is exactly balanced by a reduced resistance level. Any
flow forcing beyond the mean forcing may be enough to dislodge the
particle completely (similar to Valyrakis et al., 2011a, 2011b, but for
water flows). It is physically sound to consider that this threshold level

is dependent on the mean wind speed (as explained before, the mean
aerodynamic force balancing the particle’s weight component resisting
the motion) but relatively invariant to the turbulent fluctuations or
energetic flow events responsible for initially pushing the particle out
of its resting position (which occur intermittently for near threshold
conditions). Naturally, particle characteristics regulating its resistance
(specifically its size, shape, and density) are also expected to influence
the threshold level of angular displacements required to achieve full
rolling entrainment, hcr.

The threshold displacement level (zcr) required to achieve full
rolling entrainment, separating rocking (incomplete entrainments)
and rolling motions (complete entrainments), can be obtained from
the pocket geometry, as shown in Fig. 8, while considering the experi-
mentally defined value for hcr¼ 0.41p (as empirically found in Fig. 9),

FIG. 8. (a) Schematic of the particle’s pocket geometry, with focus on illustrating the plane of motion from a resting position (h0) to the threshold angular position (hcr) from
where the particle can be entrained with just the influence of the mean wind speed, and (b) the plane of rotation and relevant geometrical characteristics are defined in the right
figure. Also shown is the threshold vertical displacement (zcr), distinguishing incipient rolling (full entrainment) from rocking (incomplete entertainment). LR is the length of the
lever arm (OP), defining the rolling of the center of the rolling particle around the axis of rotation P, defined by the line going through the center of the two downwind spheres
around which the particle is rolling.

FIG. 9. Plot of peak angular positions for rocking particle motions against the
ascending duration (ta), helping to define the threshold level of angular displace-
ments required to achieve full rolling entrainment, hcr, defined with the dash-dot hor-
izontal line. Any displacements beyond this threshold, hcr, will result in full particle
entrainment.
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zcr ¼ LRðsin 0:41p� sin h0Þ; (1)

where h0 is the initial angular position of the exposed particle and LR
is the length of the lever arm (OP), defining the rolling of the center of
the particle around the axis of rotation P. Parameters h0 and LR
depend on the pocket arrangement, meaning that Eq. (1) can be
directly used for uniform well packed bed surfaces once the bed sur-
face geometry (packing density and particle size) is determined. Past
studies generally considered zcr as the vertical distance from the resting
positions to the highest location defined by the saddle of the down-
stream particles (e.g., Diplas et al., 2008; Valyrakis et al., 2010b; Lee
et al., 2012): zcr¼ LR(sin 0.5p–sin h0). Such a definition neglects the
action of mean aerodynamic flow forcing in pushing the particle
downwind after an initial rocking or rolling motion induced by an
energetic flow structure, thus resulting in an overestimation of zcr.
Thus, this study is the first to experimentally derive an exact expres-
sion for the threshold displacement level (zcr) required to achieve full
rolling entrainment.

From an energy standpoint, Eq. (1) defines the minimum
mechanical work (Wcr) required for airflow events to dislodge particles
completely, which can be expressed as follows:

Wcr ¼ FgLgðsin 0:41p� sin h0Þ; (2)

where Fg is the particle’s effective gravitational force (weight). This
expression is vital to establish an appropriate energy criterion for the
aerodynamic entrainment of coarse particles by rolling (similar to
Valyrakis et al., 2013) and can be used for predictive purposes to assess
the probability of scour (Valyrakis et al., 2011b, 2015) by turbulent
eolian flows.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This study is the first to experimentally measure the threshold
displacement level for solid particles required to achieve their full
entrainment by rolling on aerodynamically roughed bed surfaces. The
results presented here, which constitute only statistics of the raw data,
show the following points:

(1) The rocking motion (incomplete entrainment) can be catego-
rized into two types according to the number of downwind
peaks in the displacement signal: single-peak and multi-peak
rocking. Likewise, incipient rolling (full entrainment) can be
distinguished into fast and tardy incipient rolling. Each motion
type as well as its diverse characteristics can be thought off as
signature responses corresponding to particular coherent flow
event patterns. Single-peak rocking and fast incipient rolling
represent the vast majority of incomplete and full entrainment
events, suggesting that at near incipient flow conditions the
flow structures that are sufficiently energetic to aerodynamically
entrain coarse particles are temporally separated (rather than a
sequence of burst-sweep events) and sporadically occurred.

(2) The rocking parameters, including angular displacement ampli-
tude, ascending duration, and interval time, can be probabilisti-
cally modeled with the Lorentz, lognormal and negative
exponential distributions, respectively.

(3) The transition from rocking to rolling is determined by a
threshold angular displacement position, characterized by the
mean flow and particle and bed arrangement properties. This
value, experimentally found to be 0.41p for this study, is useful

in estimating more accurately threshold vertical displacements,
for theoretical and predictive models that deploy relevant
energy and impulse based criterion for the aerodynamic
entrainment of coarse particles.
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